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Get a drum from a storage cabinet

TOUGH JOBS...

The safer your operations become, the more complicated the handling routines become! You recognize that drums of flammable materials are stored in fire-proof cabinets and other storage containers. But you also recognize that workers are having to horse drums on and off a pallet or skid to get the drums in and out and it's not a pretty sight.

DEMAND TOUGH EQUIPMENT!

The Ergo-CB series portable drum handlers from Liftomatic will put an end to loading and unloading drums from cabinet environments. Head-on approach to the drums, safe handling of steel, fiber and plastic drums and capacities up to 800 pounds make the job a breeze. Un-complicate some of those routines. Check out the new Ergo-CB series from Liftomatic today. "Safer" doesn't have to mean harder.

Liftomatic ERGO-CB-DH-ML. Perfect for the job!